
I. Questions:  
 
Indicate the wrong answer: 
 
1. For Oliver Wendell Holmes law is:  
 
a) An historical development 
b) A syllogism 
c) A result of the felt necessities of the time 
d) What it is understood to be convenient in a given time 
e) A set of rules for governing men 
 
2. According to Chief Justice Holmes, as far as law is concerned: 
 
a) We should know what it has been 
b) We should know what it tends to become 
c)  Its form and machinery depends upon its past 
d) It adapts constantly to reality 
e) Logic is more important than experience 
 
3. Maitland and Montague consider law:  
 
a) As a living body 
b) As something static that remains unchanged through time 
c) Depends essentially on the free will of legislator 
d) Even new always integrate itself in a preexisting system 
e) Changes constantly 
 
4. Mehren and Gordley in reading nr. 3 consider that civil and common law systems:  
 
a) Are by no means completely different 
b) Are developments of the same Western culture 
c) Differ on how much they rely on the Roman law tradition 
d) Differ on they are ordered or not in systematic bodies of private law 
e) They share many values in common 
 
5. In reading nr. 4 Professor Van Caenegem considers that:  
 
a) Public law is the law of the State 
b) Public law’s purpose is to preserve the State 
c) The word “status” initially concerned how the Roman republic was doing 
d) The State has always been more important than the monarchy 
e) In the Middle ages State was synonym of kingdom 
 
6. According to reading nr 5:  
 
a) There have always been nations and states 
b) Nations can develop independently of states 
c) The different European nation-states share a common constitutional past 
d) Some states came from concrete nations 
e) States and nations are not a universal necessity 



 
 
7. In reading nr. 5 it is considered that: 
 
a) Medieval Catholic Church preserved Roman universalism 
b) The idea of “nation” developed during the Roman empire 
c) Germanic invasions of the 5th century set the bases of Europe 
d) The nation-state model proliferated after 1648 
e) Medieval territorial monarchy and absolute monarchy were the precedents of modern 
states 
 
8. Frederick Pollock in reading nr. 6 affirms that:  
 
a) Clans, tribes and nations are composed of families 
b) Society cannot survive without some uniform habits of life 
c) Aims of individuals and society coincides 
d) Individuals can live without society 
e) For preserving society rules are needed as the binding is not enough 
 
9. According to Pollock’s view:  
 
a) Rules bind Human beings as individuals and as members of the state 
b) In Modern states rules are declared administered and enforced by public authority 
c) Law is synonym of State rules 
d) Law is the mode in which State rules are applied 
e) Law reflect the conditions in which State rules are enforced 
 
10. From the summary of the teaching guide nr 1 you can deduct that:  
 
a) Law is equivalent to the normative dimension 
b) Law is simultaneously the rules, its conceptual approach and an instrument for solving 
conflicts. 
c) In the Civil law system law is mainly studied theoretically 
d) In the Common law system they have a practical approach to study law 
e) To understand Legal History it is essential to be familiar with the constitutional 
organization of a given society. 


